
Objective 104.2 - Maintain the integrity of filesystems (basically filesystem "maintenance") 
by Christine Bresnahan:  Christine-Bresnahan.com 
 

 Verify the integrity of filesystems 

 Monitor free space and inodes 

 Repair simple filesystem problems 
 

Concepts to know 
Primary tools: 

1. dumpe2fs 
2. xfs_info 
3. xfs_growfs  -n 
4. xfs_metadump 
5. tune2fs 
6. xfs_admin 
7. debugfs 
8. xfs_db 
9. e2image 

 
Filesystem Performance Reporting tools 
dumpe2fs = displays filesystem parameter information for ext2, ext3, and ext4 filesystems, including super 
block and group descriptions. Example:  dumpe2fs -h /dev/sda1 
- h = only print super block info (best for basic filesystem information) 
 
xfs_metadump = copies an XFS filesystem’s metadata into a file 
 
 
Filesystem Performance Modifying tools 
tune2fs = change filesystem parameters on a non-mounted filesystem (e.g. use a Live CD) 
options: 
-C # = sets the mount counter to # (to force fsck to run sooner) 
-i #d = sets the interval between fsck checks (d=days, w=weeks, and m=months) 
-j = adds journaling to the filesystem. (this option is safe to use on a mounted filesystem. If the filesystem is  
      unmounted, then you must use the proper mount with the proper filesystem type) 
-m # = percent of the filesystem to be reserved for use by root 
 
xfs_admin = similar to tune2fs, but for XFS filesystems 
 
 
Filesystem Troubleshooting tools 
debugfs /dev/partition_name 
-c = recover from an extensive corruption on the disk. 
This tool can: 
display superblock and inode information 
extract a file 
undelete a file 
execute bash shell commands (not all, but several of them) 
 
e2image - stores critical ext2 filesystem information in a file 
 
  



Objective 104.2 - Maintain the integrity of filesystems, continued 
 

Filesystem Checking tools 
 
fsck - front end to: 

 e2fsck (fsck.ext2, fsck.ext3, fsck.ext4) - can check a filesystem more thoroughly than just fsck 

 xfs_check 

 xfs_repair 
 
options 
-a = allow Automatic repair (-y = yes, which also allows automatic repair) 
-A = check All the filesystems marked in /etc/fstab to be checked 
-AR = same as -A, but skips the root (/) partition 
-At = same as -A, but specifies only a particular type of file system in /etc/fstab is to be checked. 
-C = display Completion/progress bars 
-f = Force a Full check 
-N = No action. Show fsck potential actions but don’t execute them. 
-p = Perform an automatic check 
-t = Type of filesystem to be checked (must be used with -A option) 
-V = Verbose 
 
Example:  fsck -options /dev/partition_name    (fsck -f /dev/sdb2) 
 
Note:  Filesystem partitions are checked about every 180 days or every 20-40 times mounted. To change the 
interval, use the tune2fs command.  Ex:  tune2fs -i 30d /dev/sdb2   would change the interval to every 30 
days.  tune2fs -i 0 /dev/sdb2   would disable fsck (0 seconds is the interval) 
 
 
 
Misc Maintenance 
xfs_growfs = expands an existing XFS filesystem 
 
xfs_info = basically the same as  xfs_growfs  -n 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued on next page... 
  



Objective 104.2 - Maintain the integrity of filesystems, continued 
 
Disk Usage 
 
 
To monitor disk usage by partition:  df   (Memory tag:  disk free) 
 
Shows: filesystem 

 total space 

 space used 

 space available 

 usage % 

 mount point 
 
Options to know: 
- h = Human readable output 
-a = All pseudo files 
-i = summarize Inodes 
-l = Local filesystems (no network) only 
-T = display filesystem Type 
-t = only show these filesystem Types 
 
 
To monitor disk usage by directory:  du  (Memory tag:  directory usage ) 
 
Shows:  All the disk pace used by the directories (not individual files) 
 
Options to know: 
- a =  show All disk space usage (include individual files too) 
-c =  Compute a grand total of disk space usage 
- h =  Human readable output 
--max-depth # = only report to the # depth 
-s =  Summarize 
-x =  eXclude all other filesystems (only include this one) 
 


